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Minutes of Regular Meeting: March 7, 2011

6:10 pm Meeting called to order by Gary Britten

Pledge of Allegiance

Roll Call: Mr. Britten, Mr. LaHote, Mrs. Haar, Mr. Hrosko, Chief Hetrick, Deputy
Chief Brice, Kraig Gottfried and Grant Garn Ms. Violi, Chief Dimick and
Robert Warnimont were absent Mr. Mack arrived at 6:55pm

LaHote made a motion (seconded by Britten) to approve the minutes of the
February 7, 2011 Regular meeting All Yes Motion Approved

LaHote made a motion (seconded by Britten) to approve the minutes of the
February 14, 2011 Department Head All Yes Motion Approved

LaHote made a motion (seconded by Britten) to approve the amended agenda.
All Yes Motion Approved

6:30 CRA for Kingston

7:00 Public Hearing – Velocity Lawsuit

Maintenance: Kraig Gottfried told the Trustees that he received the 2010 mileage
certification from the Wood County Engineer and it showed the Township’s miles
of public roads decreased from 79.706 miles in 2009 to 79.678 miles in 2010.
Gottfried asked the Trustees to approve the Certification. LaHote made a motion
(seconded by Britten) to approve the mileage Certification. All Yes Motion
Approved
Gottfried said it is about time to start the annual road side pick up. He received
two quotes for labor this year, one from Cardinal Services at $10.51 per hour and
the other from HR on Demand at $10.95 per hour. Cardinal is the Company we
worked with last year. Gottfried asked the Trustees to approve hiring Cardinal
Services for the annual road side pick up at the end of March and to approve a PO
to cardinal doe $4,300.00. LaHote made a motion (seconded by Britten) to
approve hiring Cardinal and to approve a PO to Cardinal in the amount of
$4,300.00. All Yes Motion Approved
Gottfried said that at the Department Head meeting he mentioned doing away with
the Assistant Head Mechanic position and to make a full time Assistant
Maintenance Department Head. He said his proposal was to pay the Head
Mechanic $26.90 (a $1.38 bump) and the Assistant Department Head $27.91 (a
bump of $3.38). Gottfried said the unions were fine with this. LaHote made a
motion (seconded by Britten) to approve the restructuring of the maintenance
department positions and the proposed wages. All Yes Motion Approved
Gottfried said the Spring Brush Pick up will start on April 4th. This schedule (copy
in file) will be posted on the web site and in the paper.
Britten read a letter (copy in file) that Hrosko got in an e-mail from Shawn
Ueberroth thanking the road crew for their services this winter.

Fire: Chief Dimick – absent

Police: Chief Hetrick gave the Detective report (copy in file).
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Hetrick said he received a grant through the state Speed Grant Program for the two
in-car cameras. We will have to pay the $10,000.00 up front and get reimbursed.
He said he will need to get a PO approved for this at a later meeting.

EMS: Deputy Chief Brice asked the Trustees to approve a PO for Howell Rescue
System in the amount of $1,400.00 for the annual preventative maintenance
contract on the rescue tools. Brice said the actually cost of the contract is $1,200.00
but he would like to add the extra $200.00 on in case he needs parts on something.
LaHote made a motion (seconded by Britten) to approve the PO for $1,400.00.
All Yes Motion Approved

Recreation: Bob Warnimont - absent.

Zoning: Grant Garn told the Trustee the Zoning Commission will be meeting on
March 14, 2011 @ 6:00pm for a site plan review for a proposed medical office on
Kensington Lane.
Garn said the Board of Zoning Appeals will then meet on March 15, 2011 for the
following; continuation of a conditional use application on Saint Andrews, a
variance for a LED billboard in front of 10630 Fremont Pike and variances for
parking, signage and landscape for the proposed medical office on Kensington
Lane.
Garn then told the Trustees he went out and saw multiple signs in the right a-ways
so on Thursday he called the companies on them. Since then he removed several
signs including on that said “John buys cars”. Garn said there were quite a few
about NFL flag football so he called what appeared to be a local number but they
are actually in Columbus. He went out and picked up about a half a dozen of those
signs because they were not going to drive up here to pick them up. Then today he
called on a couple of real estate sign on Eckel Junction road and they will be
removing them in the next couple of days.
Garn gave the Trustees a copy of the Zoning permits for February report (copy in
file).

Office: Shirley Haar had the Trustees sign the Check report and the Bank report
(copies in file). The Trustees signed the reports.
Haar told the Trustees that there is a dinner at Nazareth Hall on April 7th being
sponsored by the Wood County Engineer and the Wood County Township
Association. Mr. Chuck Tomich from 3M Materials will speak on retroreflectivity
for road signs. She said that anyone who is going to attend should let her know by
the 28th. Gottfried said he wouldn’t be able to attend. Britten suggested one of
his guys should go in his place.
Haar then asked about the funding for the HSA account for Debbie LaCourse who
was just hired back and asked if the Trustees are going to fully fund he account or
pro-rate it. Britten said she was re-hired in February and if we pro-rated the
account it would be short $100.00. Brice said the problem with pro-rating it would
be that LaCourse would then have to make up the difference. Hrosko suggested
that at this time we fully fund the accounts. Then we should have Solicitor Celley
write a policy, get with Mike Esposito and present it to the Health Committee
Board to see if in the future we pro-rate them or not. Hrosko also said that the
three firemen who missed the open enrollment date have been accepted by Medical
Mutual and will be allowed to have a HSA account. LaHote said he is ok with
funding them in full in this case but what happens if we hire someone in
December. He said this is why we need a policy to go by. After some further
discussion on the funding it was decided to full fund the current employees.
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Britten made a motion (seconded by LaHote) to fully fund the five employees
(Debbie LaCourse, Jeff Mercer, Jim Rodriquez, Mark Keiser and Joe
Christie) making all the current employees fully funded and to have a policy
written. All Yes Motion Approved

Assistant Administrator: Rosanna Violi - absent

6:30 CRA for Kingston Wade Gottschalk from the Wood County Economic
Development Commission said that today he is presenting to the Trustees a
recommendation through the Commissioners a Community Reinvestment Area
Tax abatement in Coventry Woods Office Park for Medical Evaluators, LLC. He
then introduced Kent Libbe Vice President & CFO of Kingston Health Care
Company. He said Kingston is the sole member and 100% owner of Medical
Evaluators, LLC and they are requesting a ten year abatement for a new building
they are planning in Coventry Woods. It will be 9000 square feet and will also
house Perrysburg Eye Center. Mr. Libbe said from an economic standpoint the
relocation of Perrysburg Eye Center will allow Kingston the access to a bigger site
right next to the Kingston Residents of Perrysburg facility. Mr. Libbe said getting
the tax abatement is just one step along the road which includes going to the
Zoning Commission and the Board of Zoning Appeals. Hrosko gave the Trustees
Resolution 2011-06 the Resolution of the Perrysburg Township Trustees in
Support of an Agreement for Community Area Tax Incentives Between the Wood
County Commissioners and Medical Evaluators, L Medical Evaluators, LLC
LaHote said this is consistent with what the Trustees have done for other
businesses in that area. LaHote made a motion (seconded by Britten) to
approve Resolution 2011-06. All Yes Motion Approved

Administrator: John Hrosko told the Trustees that when we hired Chief Hetrick
we neglected to set his wages in a public meeting. Hrosko asked the Trustees to
approve Hetrick’s wages at $77,500.00 annually with up to ten days of additional
paid time off per annum. LaHote made a motion (seconded by Britten) to
approve Chief Hetrick’s wages as stated. All Yes Motion Approved
Hrosko also asked the Trustees to sign the Non Union Wage Agreement for Mark
Hetrick. This mirrors the past Chief’s agreement. The Trustees signed the
Agreement (copy in file).

Britten asked for Public Comments, not related to the upcoming Velocity Hearing;

Terry Caldwell who lives in Emerald Lakes said he travels up and down the
western portion of Eckel Junction Rd between Thompson Rd & 199 asked if there
were any plans to do any maintenance on the section of road. Britten said that
section is half Perrysburg Township’s and half Perrysburg City’s and we have been
talking to the City for numerous years on it. Their thought on it is they would like
to see that road widened before they put a lot of money into it. He said we will
continue working with the City on this.
Mr. Caldwell then said he has lived in the Township for years and usually have
good service on the snow but this year he didn’t see the plows much. He asked if
the contractor whom the sub-division uses to remove snow blocked them out.
Gottfried said the contractor is doing the roads this year but the Township is doing
the salting of the roads. Britten said if he finds the service is getting lax next year
he should call Gottfried.
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Britten asked if there were any other comments not related to the upcoming
Velocity Hearing and hearing none asked for a motion to recess until 7:00pm.
LaHote made a motion (seconded by Britten) to recess until 7:00pm. All Yes
Motion Approved

Solicitor Celley arrived at 6:50 pm and Mack arrived at 6:55pm

6:55 - Mack made a motion (seconded by LaHote) to return to regular
session. All Yes Motion Approved

Hetrick asked the Trustees to approve the CritiCall Pre-Employment Dispatch Test
Program at a cost of $2,195.00. After the purchase there will be a yearly
maintenance cost of $500.00. This program can be used not only for pre-
employment testing but also for continuing education. LaHote made a motion
(seconded by Mack) to approve purchasing the CritiCall Pre-Employment
Dispatch Test Program at a cost of $2,195.00. All Yes Motion Approved

7:00 Public Hearing – Velocity Lawsuit Britten said he wanted to make a
couple of statements then he will call Solicitor Walt Celley up and he will run the
meeting. He said Celley will go through the decree and will then take questions
any one in the audience has. All questions will be directed to Celley. When all the
questions have been answered the Trustees will then accept comments.
Solicitor Celley said much of his presentation is in the form of a written
memorandum (copy in file). He said the Trustees did authorize him to make this
available to the public. It has not been widely publicizes but it has been provided
to the other Attorneys in this case, the Messenger Journal and the Sentinel. Celley
then read the following memorandum:

This cause is before Board for a public meeting on a proposed Consent Decree. If
approved by the Trustees, plaintiffs have represented that they will execute the
Consent Decree and abide by its terms. A Consent Decree is a special type of
court settlement agreement, specifically for lawsuits brought against a township.
Ohio Revised Code §505.07, enacted by the General Assembly in 2004,
specifically authorizes a township to settle any court action, including any
agreement to rezone property, notwithstanding any vote of the electors on a zoning
referendum. If the subject of the lawsuit involves a zoning issue, §505.07 requires
township trustees to publish notice of a meeting where they intend to consider
and take action on a Consent Decree. That notice was published in the Perrysburg
Messenger Journal newspaper on February 16, 2011. Copies of the proposed
Consent Decree have been available to the public since the date the notice was
published.

2.In addition to the notice requirement, §505.07 requires township trustees to

permit members of the public to express their objections to the proposed Consent

Decree. The purpose of this public meeting, this day of March 7, 2011, is to hear

public objections to the Consent Decree I have proposed for your consideration.

Following the hearing of objections, you are authorized to act upon the Consent

Decree. Action upon the proposed Consent Decree should be by a written

resolution. I have prepared such a resolution for your consideration, which
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embodies my recommendation that the Township should agree to adopt the

Consent Decree, for the reasons which follow. If the Consent Decree is

approved by the Trustees, it will be scheduled for a court hearing, The court

must determine that the proper notices have been given and that the Consent

Decree is fair and reasonable.

3. I will very briefly recount the history of the zoning issues

presented by this lawsuit: On December 17, 2007 the duly elected Perrysburg

Township Trustees voted to approve zoning change requests for three parcels of

real property, which are now known as the Wolf Parcel, the DeChristopher Parcel

and the Neiderhouse Parcel. The changes approved included certain conditions,

which will be discussed in following paragraphs. At the November general

election in 2009, a township referendum election overturned the Trustee-

approved changes for two of the parcels, the DeChristopher Parcel and the

Neiderhouse Parcel. On October 15, 2010, plaintiffs, Velocity Development

LLC., Roland and Sandra Neiderhouse and Jeffery DeChristopher, Trustee, filed

this lawsuit against the Township Trustees. Plaintiffs are asking the court to

reverse the results of the 2009 referendum election and reinstate the zoning

approved on December 17, 2007. As a part of the same lawsuit, the Township is

seeking to enforce the conditions established for rezoning of the Wolf Parcel,

which was not subject to the 2009 referendum because of legal deficiencies in

referendum petitions circulated for the Wolf Parcel.

4. Essentially, the plaintiffs' lawsuit claims that the current

zoning of the DeChristopher Parcel and the Neiderhouse Parcel, established by

the 2009 referendum election, is unconstitutional. Plaintiffs must show "beyond

fair debate" that the zoning classifications imposed on their properties by the 2009

referendum are clearly arbitrary and unreasonable and without substantial relation

to the public health, safety, morals, or general welfare of the community.

(Legal citations are omitted from this Memorandum primarily to improve its
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readability; however, all legal principles or doctrines stated herein are supported

by well- established case law.)

5. Zoning classifications imposed by voter referendum are subject to

the same limitations as any other legislation. Voter imposed zoning classifications

are subject to the same constitutional challenges as any other legislation. Denial

of a requested zoning change by referendum election is a legitimate exercise of

power so long as it is not arbitrary and capricious. The court always retains the

power to review the result of a referendum in the context of principles

guaranteed by state and federal constitutions.

6. One Ohio court has held that a zoning ordinance imposed by

referendum is subject to the same constitutional test as an ordinance enacted by a

legislative authority, saying: regulation of land must be based upon reason, not on

the whim of the people. Basically, the courts are saying that property owners also

have rights to use their property for legal purposes, in conformance with local zoning

regulations. Zoning changes may not be unreasonably denied.

7. Recent judicial decisions out of cases from Springfield Township,

Lucas County in 2009 and Bedford Township, Monroe County in 2011 have

overturned denials of zoning change requests by referendum and by decision of

the Board of Trustees, respectively. The courts overturning those zoning

decisions have cited the principles I laid out in the foregoing paragraphs 4, 5 and 6.

In applying these legal standards, as I have described them, courts take into

consideration some of the following factors: the community master plan;

whether the current zoning classification precludes development of the

property; and evidence of a substantial relation between the current zoning and

public health, safety and morals.
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9. The Perrysburg Township Community Master Plan and the zoning of

subdivisions contiguous to the northern boundaries of the DeChristopher Parcel

and the Neiderhouse Parcel would support the rezoning of those parcels in

accordance with the action of this Board in December, 2007. The decisions of

the Trustees in December, 2007 are consistent with the current Master Plan,

Zoning Resolutions present and past; and the public health, safety and morals.

The current zoning classifications, imposed by the referendum election,

preclude development of the parcels, depriving the property owners of their due

process rights to use their properties for a lawful and reasonable purpose calculated

to produce a fair financial return to the owners.

10. In my opinion, the Common Pleas Court of Wood County could and

should enter a decision setting aside the results of the 2009 referendum, on

constitutional principles. I firmly believe that the decisions of the Trustees in

December, 2007 were thoughtful and lawful decisions in accordance with the

mandates of the constitutions of the State of Ohio and these United States. I

believe that the Common Pleas Court will overturn the results of the 2009

referendum election and rezone these properties to classifications which afford

the property owners due process of the law.

11. That being said, the logical question is: Why would we go

through this contentious proceeding to settle this case? Why not simply let the

court rule, make the voters and neighbors happy, and avoid the heated public

hearings? There are several compelling reasons the Township should settle this

case, which I will explain.

12. One reason is that given my opinion as to the probable outcome, it

would not seem prudent to expend Township resources to litigate a case we are

very likely to lose, whether in the trial court or the court of appeals.
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13. The far more compelling reason to settle is to preserve the

benefit of the concessions and agreements respecting annexation. As we know,

all properties in the Emerald Lakes Subdivision have signed annexation petitions

authorizing annexation to the City of Perrysburg. These petitions are held by

McCarthy Builders, Inc., which is now entitled to annex the entire Emerald Lakes

Subdivision to the City. Emerald Lakes is an annexation gateway. If Emerald

Lakes goes into the City, the number of units of ownership would subject a

staggering number of Township properties to potential voluntary annexation.

Certainly, the DeChristopher Parcel, the Neiderhouse Parcel, the Wolf Parcel and

the small number of properties necessary to make all three contiguous are likely

to be annexed. The developers have every financial incentive to annex to the

City. The cost differential to obtain water and sewer for property in the City yields

a savings of approximately $4,000.00 per lot, not to mention the usage savings in

water and sewer services to the homeowners.

14. The concessions on annexation are only available through a

settlement. The court has no jurisdiction to order McCarthy Builders to

relinquish the Emerald Lakes annexation petitions as a condition of rezoning the

DeChristopher Parcel and the Neiderhouse Parcel. The court probably will not

enforce the site plans presented and agreed as another part of the settlement. I

anticipate that the court would simply order the zoning changes and leave the

developers free to build what they wish, subject only to our Zoning Resolution.

15. The 2007 zoning for the Wolf parcel contains the concessions as are

offered for this settlement. In my opinion, that zoning change is complete, the

conditions are in effect and I would argue that they are enforceable. Plaintiffs'

counsel has a different opinion. In the best case scenario for the Township, the

court would enforce the conditions on the Wolf parcel and order McCarthy
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Builders to relinquish the annexation petitions. I believe we will still end up

with three subdivisions, but we would not have the risk of annexation through

Emerald Lakes. This is exactly what we are being offered in this settlement. The

worst case is that the court would refuse to enforce the conditions on the Wolf

parcel. I believe we will still have three subdivisions and McCarthy Builders will

have the right to annex Emerald Lakes, with other contiguous property, as I have

described. Again, given my opinion that the court will rezone both parcels

regardless of the referendum, why would we take the risk of not settling this

lawsuit? We can settle and preserve the benefits negotiated in 2007 or risk

having the development without the annexation concessions. I am not saying

that I strongly believe the court will not enforce the conditions on the Wolf

parcel. I am saying that it is not worth the risk to litigate the issue. There is much

to lose and nothing to be gained from a victory. If we win an order enforcing the

Wolf parcel conditions, all we will win is what we are being offered now; and

we will still have three subdivisions, in my opinion.

16.There is no certainty that the agreements set forth in the 99 Year Agreement will

prevent the annexations I have described, of the five parcels situated between the

Neiderhouse Parcel and the Wolf parcel. Only those five parcels prevent both

the Wolf parcel and the Neiderhouse parcel from being contiguous with the

DeChristopher Parcel and Emerald Lakes. Voluntary annexations of properties in

this area are permitted. The definition of a "voluntary annexation" in this context

is not clear from the terms of the 99 Year Agreement, itself. Petitions from more

than fifty percent of the property owners in the area to be annexed could well be

held by a court to be "voluntary," even though some owners in the area opposed

annexation. No one can guarantee how a court would decide that issue. The better

question is why would we take the risk of engaging in further litigation? The

Consent Decree I am proposing to you avoids that risk. I remind you that the
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litigation cases involving Perrysburg Township annexations have not resulted in

any favorable decisions for Ohio townships.

17. To summarize: (1) 1 believe that the court will rezone the DeChristopher Parcel

and the Neiderhouse Parcel to the classifications sought by the plaintiffs; (2)

the risk of annexation of a substantial portion of the Township is high; (3) I

believe that the most we can win in this lawsuit is what we are being offered

in the proposed Consent Decree. I am recommending that the proposed Consent

Decree is in the best interest of the Township and that you should approve the

Resolution I have tendered to you. Thank you.

Britten said that “when you talk about the annexation and whether it would hold up
because of the 99 year agreement, well I have been to a lot annexation hearings
down in front of the Commissioners and if they have 50% plus one and that means
if they have 100 people that are in that 50% plus one they will be granted 99 other
pieces of property as voluntary annexation. Even if everyone of those 99 families
are there wanting their name taken off, hollering and screaming , that is the way
the law reads. The Commissioners will grant that to them and by then it is in the
City. The City has accepted it and then we will have to fight to get it back. As we
all know the people in Willowbend fought it themselves. I believe the law reads,
and correct me if I am wrong, the Township cannot spend money to fight
annexation.” Celley said we have been pretty well held not to have standing.
Britten said even if a person has a 100 acre farm that would only be one vote.
Celley said the Ohio law is not designed to allow Townships to prevent
annexation. Britten asked the Trustees if they had any questions or comments for
Celley. Mack said his research was very extensive and it seems like we have a fair
amount of uncertainty on one side of the equation and there is something to be said
for the certainty on the other side. Britten said that we know our Master Plan
shows that type of Zoning in that area.

Mack invited questions to Celley from the audience.
Terrence Caldwell of 10744 South Lakes Dr, in the Emerald Lakes subdivision
asked how this settlement affects the petitions on the annexation of Emerald Lakes.
He asked if Celley was saying that McCarty is saying it is ok for the City to annex
Emerald Lakes and if it is part of the petition or are they going to be allowed to
stay in the Township? Celley said no, that as part of this settlement Mr. McCarthy
is going to relinquish those petitions and agree that he cannot exercise them. Mr.
Caldwell then asked who could exercise them and if individual homeowners could.
Celley said this settlement does not affecting the rights of any individual property
owners. It will just make Emerald Lakes like any other subdivision contiguous to
the City. Mr. Caldwell then said Mr. McCarthy is saying that he is not going to
exercises those rights that annex the properties to the City of Perrysburg. Celley
replied that was correct. Mr. Caldwell then said that in Emerald Lakes if 50% plus
one wanted to annex that would not be bound by the 99 year agreement and that
group of people might be able to annex to the City of Perrysburg if they so chose.
Celley said that it was possible. Mr. Caldwell said he was not interested in doing
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that but just wanted to know how this worked. Mr. Caldwell said he was never too
concerned about that corner but now that it affects Emerald Lakes he is a little
more concerned. He said he saw in the paper Mr. McCarthy waived his rights and
wondered what that means as a home owner in Emerald Lakes. He went on to say
that Celley said the risk was high that they could be annexed to the City so he was
trying to figure out, in this agreement if what it was saying that Emerald Lakes will
remain the same as they are today. Celley replied yes. Celley said what he was
saying is that one person won’t be able to annex Emerald Lakes subdivision to the
City of Perrysburg. Right now one person holds that power. Mr. Caldwell said that
Mr. McCarthy is saying that he will relinquish his rights but that he didn’t know if
he was relinquishing it to someone else. Celley said those petitions will no longer
be in existence as a result of this. The Township will not hold them, he will not
hold them, and they will be vacated. Mr. Caldwell said he would rather remain in
the Township.

Larry Covert – 10741 South Lakes Dr in the Emerald Lakes subdivision said in
essence Mr. McCarthy holds the cards in the development that he did and usually
that where it always lies with the developer. In this instance Mr. McCarthy has
agreed because of the fact that he’s, evidently, part of the development aspect to
these other parcels. Mr. Covert said when he moved into that subdivision, against
his will, was forced to sign a particular agreement with the City of Perrysburg as
far as to the fact that he would not do anything to stop annexation if the City of
Perrysburg so chose. Mr. Covert said he was down this road before back in the
90s. Mr. Covert said Mr. McCarthy certainly can relinquish his power in that
regard but that doesn’t mean that the City of Perrysburg for what ever reason,
might seek that annexation and the individual homeowners in the particular
subdivision are at the mercy of those signed agreements that they had to sign to get
water and sewer service. Celley said that is where the 99 year agreement does
help you because what that says is the City of Perrysburg won’t enforce those
annexation agreements that you signed to get water and sewer service in Emerald
Lakes. The homeowners would have to voluntarily agree to be annexed. They
cannot force you as they did Willow Bend. Mr. Covert said that back in the 90s
there was much concern as far as the Township and the City negotiations as far as
the agreement. Then people were saying one government entity was indications
that whatever some of the terms that were in that agreement at that time were in
breach but that was all worked out all fine and good. Mr. Covert said he lived in
the Township for over 30 years and shares Mr. Caldwell’s thought that he would
like to stay in the Township. Mr. Covert then said he had one question then; what
value is a referendum because the bottom line is as far as he could see was that the
developers exercise a lot of control and that a lot of municipalities also exercise a
lot of control. Mr. Covert said Celley had even responded to the fact that the law
was not written within Ohio that gave Township very much clout in the issue of
annexation but did give it to municipalities. That has been a history within this are
for certain. He said he guessed that Celley’s presentation made him think about
what is the value of voters involving themselves in a referendum, because if the
outcome is essentially what it was, as Celley said it is what is the point. Mr.
Covert said he understood as far as the litigation the Trustees have to consider in
this matter and the cost of all that but is the situation any better off than it was a
couple of years ago when the Trustees made their decisions on those properties.
Mr. Covert again asked if there was any value to a referendum. Celley replied he
thought that is really a philosophical question. He said if you have question about
anything he said or about the consent decree procedure he would be happy to
answer it but it was not up to him to give philosophical statements on behalf of the
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Township. Mr. Covert said that it was a loaded question. The he asked if there has
ever been any kind of movement in the State of Ohio to change the particular
aspects as far as municipalities and Townships and so forth in how that is involved
with annexation through out the state, or is it still the was the law was established
way back when. Celley said he would say yes but Townships have met with very
limited success.

Mr. Caldwell asked if the people in the three properties, as well as the proposed /
planned / or thought about development of Mr. McCarthy properties between
Neiderhouse and Eckel Junction roads from 199 to Thompson be asked to sign the
same annexation petition Emerald Lakes had to sign? Celley told him no, and that
is an expressed provision for this consent decree that that will not be required.
They will probably have to sign a water and sewer paper but they will not be
signing anything with any of the developers of those properties giving up
annexation.

George Meade – 10979 South Lakes Dr in the Emerald Lakes subdivision said he
knew that when they closed on their lot and built their home, they objected
strenuously to having to sign that petition of annexation and they were told by their
attorney and closing agent that they had no choice. Since they wanted to build,
they signed it. Also the entire side of his property looks out on the Neiderhouse
property and for his wife and himself they think that this Consent Agreement is the
right way to go. Mr. Meade said they do not want to be part of Perrysburg, if they
did they would have moved there.

Richard Caro – 26318 West Wexford in the Wexford subdivision said he is
President of the Wexford Homeowners Association and said he thought the other
gentleman had pretty much asked the questions and that Celley answered the ones
he would have asked also. Mr. Caro said he has many residents call and ask him
about this and he asked Mr. Celley if he could have a copy of the Memorandum of
Legal Opinion so he could report back to the residents. He said they are in a little
different situation. Mr. Caro said he thought in Emerald Lakes most of those
people are from out of the area. He said he thought there was some consideration
of annexation for Wexford because the majority of their people come from the City
of Perrysburg and moved out to the Township. Celley said he didn’t believe he
had a clean copy of the memorandum with him and he would mail it to Mr. Caro
tomorrow.*

Mack said he wanted to add something especially in response to Mr. Caldwell &
Mr. Covert comments. He said his comment would be that there were some things
in the 90s that didn’t exactly go the way that Perrysburg Township might have
designed them to go. The Township did lose substantial ground. At one time
Perrysburg Township was the largest township in the entire state of Ohio. There
were a different group of Trustees and it was hard for all three Trustees to always
keep focused on annexation. There were a lot of different distractions. One thing
with Britten, LaHote and myself we will, and we said this when we ran for
Trustees, zealously defend the boundaries of our Township to the extent we can
with the 99 Year Agreement that they inherited from the Trustees they succeeded.
The 99 Year Agreement has a number good things but there are a few things they
wish they could change. They agreed to it and it is in writing so the Trustees have
to live by it. Mack said for the years the three Trustees have been together they
have worked very diligently to stay within the confines of the Agreement and keep
our Township whole because they think we have a community that we can be
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proud of and we want it to continue. Mack was asked what the boundary of the
agreement was and was it I-75. Mack replied for the most part it is I-75, but when
you get to the Northern section there is an area that is north of 795 all the way to
East Boundary which is also called the protected area. Mack was asked how far
south it went and he replied that it is everything east of East Boundary, north of
795, and then east of I -75. That is what is considered the protected area in the 99
Year Agreement

LaHote said he thought Mr. Covert asked about any laws that might change in the
future regarding Townships and that is something they all closely watch. He said
that the Township has the added wrinkle of the 99 Year Agreement which is a
contract. So if they are looking at what might change in the law and how it might
impact the Township but they also have to look at what is our contractual
obligation under that Agreement. That still perhaps may supersede and changes so
that is an extra wrinkle they have to deal with. LaHote said when they go to a
seminar get some information and they talk about annexation laws we still have
this contract separate from any issues that might come up. This is in their minds
all the time when this is discussed.

Britten said one of the things that is tough to change, like Mr. Covert said is
municipalities are so big like Dayton and Cleveland who are the ones lobbing with
the government officials that have the votes to change these. They are too
powerful for them to give those strong rights to the Townships. The Township
form of government is the simplest form of government but that doesn’t make it
bad. We run more efficient that what the City of Perrysburg does. They keep
getting bigger and bigger and keep taking away from us. Britten said he could
remember when he worked at the Township before a lot of these subdivisions were
built. At one point in time we probably had 110 miles of road and the agreement
we passed tonight was for 79 plus something miles. We are still functioning and
we have added more Police because we have grown because we have managed
well. The threat of annexation will always be there. This 99 Year Agreement and
these covenants make it hard for people to understand. He said he didn’t believe
any one in the Emerald Lakes subdivision would voluntary annex and once the
covenants go away, if that is how we vote on this Decree, Emerald Lakes will not
go to the City. That threat of annexation goes away. Mr. Caldwell said the thing
about the Agreement is that we don’t mind being under that Agreement but he said
it seem like there has been some activity since then where a resident annexed and
there’s been a cooperation to share revenues, which gets you out of the annexation
thing. He said he didn’t know if that is good or bad for either side. It has sort of
kept the Township in the Township sharing revenues maybe with the City on some
project that is a workable agreement that can be changed.

LaHote said this is talked a lot down at the state level for all the Townships in
Ohio. He said he thought the real challenge in Ohio is the philosophy at this point
in time seems to be that Townships were designed to be annexed as the grow and
become more urban. The challenge, as Mack mentioned we were the largest
Township and we have shrunk and this is happening all over the state, is that as
cities annex they do not have a lot of interest in the southern, maybe most
agricultural areas as they are interested in the residential and commercial areas
where the tax base is. So over time as you lose those areas and shrink in size, there
is some point in time where you cannot sustain the services. You can’t provide a
tax base on what is left and provide the services you should. That is the challenge
throughout the state for Townships to somehow keep up the level of services they
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are used to while they were growing. LaHote said it is interesting going to
meetings at local government where Villages and municipalities are involved
because they are trying to figure out how to deal with growth as they are growing
larger, and while we are trying to figure what size we will be in 10 to 20 years as
we have the potential to shrink. For the most part cities grow at the expense of
Townships surrounding them. LaHote concluded that until the laws change this
will be an issue.

Mr. Caldwell said he had two questions and said that there is a new multi family
development that is on Carronade and asked if the 99 Year Agreement is expressed
as far of east of I-75 and that development is east of I-75. Britten said it is already
in the City of Perrysburg Mr. Caldwell said it is in the City because of Shawnee
Trace. He went on and said the particular zoning for the Neiderhouse and the
DeChristopher properties is R-3 and he would like to know the definition of that
particular zoning. Mack said they have a layer of A-1 across the frontage and some
other restrictions on density as well. Mr. Caldwell asked if the frontage is off
Neiderhouse and Mack replied yes. Mack said there is a strip of green space there.
Britten said it goes back almost 400 foot on the left side. Mack said at the time
they went with through the negations to get to where they were at they were
sensitive to the larger 5 acre estate lots that seem to be along Neiderhouse and they
didn’t think that it was appropriate to have the density level of R-3 being
contiguous to the southern side of Neiderhouse road. That is why it is not a
consistent R-3 but has a buffer zone there. Mr. Caldwell speaking of the
Neiderhouse parcel is it that the northern boarder of that parcel will back up on the
lot lines for Emerald Lakes. Mack said that was correct. Britten told Mr. Caldwell
they had a picture of it at the podium. Mr. Caldwell asked how many lots the
Neiderhouse parcel was being slated for and was told 87. Mr. Caldwell then asked
if the zoning for that is what, single family or multi family or what? Mack said it
is single family.

Britten asked if anyone else had questions for Celley and hearing none asked what
the feelings of the Board were. Mack asked if they wanted to open it up and see if
any one had any comments. Britten said they could do that and asked if anyone
had anything for the Trustees. No one spoke. Britten then asked Garn if he had
anything to say. Garn said that there was a map on the corkboard that showed the
lines for the 99 Year Agreement if anyone wanted to see where it ran through the
Township.

Mack asked if there was any further discussion among the Board. Hearing none;
Mack said “Mr. Chairman we have belabored this very topic for years and I think
the settlement Solicitor Celley has documented here is a worth wile Consent
Decree and I am for it.” Mack asked for the Resolution number for the Resolution
of the Perrysburg Township Trustees to Approve a Consent Decree (Wood County
Case NO 2010-CV0997) and was told it is 2011-07. Mack made a motion
(seconded by Britten) to support Resolution 2011-07. Mack – yes
Britten – yes LaHote abstained because his personal residence is contiguous
to the DeChristopher parcel. Motion Approved

Britten thanked everyone for coming and thanked Solicitor Celley for all his hard
work. Britten then asked if there was anything else to bring in front of the board.
Hearing no responses;
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Mack made a motion (seconded by LaHote) to adjourn. All Yes Motion
Approved

__________________________ _________________________
Shirley A Haar –Fiscal Officer Gary Britten –Chairman

* Note; there was a clean copy in the Trustees office so a copy was made and given
to Mr. Caro after the meeting was adjourned.


